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And insteod of soying thot there is no piece
of eorth without o Sponish grove, Iet us soy
thot there is no frogment of heoven without
rr thotrght irr Sltrrnish.

-Miguel de Unamuno, in a letter to
Carlos Vaz Ferrcira

ONE rnEquENTLy hears it said these days
that philosophy is going through a pe-
riod of decadence, that its level is going
down. "Philosophy has no insurance
against the future," wrote Eduardo Nicol
some years ago, a Spanish-Mexican
philosopher of considerable substance,
little given to plays on words. More re-
cently. the Spanish philosopher fulidn
Marias. in the foreword to the new edi-
tion of his work Ortega: Circunstoncio
y Vocacion [Ortega: Circumstance and
Vocation]. spoke of the "snbsidence of
the level of philosophy in the last ten or
twelve years." And as far back as 1955

the Argentine philosopher Francisco
Romero sensed in the philosophic envi-
ronment of the time a "decadence of the
theoretical spirit."

From the enormous mass of possible
explanations, distinctions, and inter-
pretations to which this subject would
give rise-some of them very interesting,
since they would place us at the very
heart of the events and tendencies of our
time-let us extract a single line of re-
flection: the relationship between phi-
losophy and rigor of thought, that is,

between philosophy and its method.
If total skepticism concerning its very

possibility or its value is discounted,
philosophy runs the risk of erring in one
of two directions: subject matter and
method. The first is not as dangerous as

the second. Indeed, the fabric of philos-
ophy can become thematically very ten-
uous. In the Positivist period, for exam-
ple, the philosophic task could be
conceived simply as the synthesization
of the knowledge of the sciences. Today
there are schools, especially in England
and the United States, that maintain that
the only valid subject of philosophy is
Ianguage criticism. Very well then, phi-
losophy can survive even in thematically
impoverished situations, at least until

better times. But such is not the case

when its method or the suppositions on
which this is based are involved. If it is

said that reason has no function in the
life of man: if. as in the verse of Schiller,
it is considered that "only error is life,
truth is death"; if it is thought that any
theoretical position is the result of an
ideological class interest and therefore
that truth is not possible-then, yes, in

Uruguayan philosopher and educator
Carlos Vaz Ferreira (1872-1958)

principle philosophy cannot subsist. (We
say "in principle," because the useless-
ness of theory is itself always proved
with a theory.) Method, in philosophy,
is strict rationality-that is, the rigorous
use of reason and of proof; the accept-
ance of evidence wherever and however
it presents itself; clarity; the unerring use
of terms; the rejection of irrational, emo-
tional, or self-interested motives during
the process of reflection. Emotivity may
be at the bottom of the philosophizing
(and if, indeed, it is not there, the results
may perhaps be a lean philosophy), and
it may appear again in the application

of the thought in actual practice or in
the passion with which it is desired to
change reality on the basis of what has

been thought-but it has no place in
method, in the process of search. Philos-
ophy may start from sentiment and end
up in action, but as long as it is at work
it is theory or it is nothing.

These considerations are appropriate
for introducing us, albeit very superfi-
cially, to an aspect of the philosophic
thought of one of the most distinguished
recent thinkers of Latin America, Carlos
Vaz Ferreira, who was concerned as few
have ever been with the problems of
method-and whom it is fitting to re-
member on the occasion, a few months
ago, of the centeniial of his birth.

n

Vaz Ferreira stands out as a great in-
tellectual figure of Uruguay, with a stat-
ure no less than that of his better-known
compatriot Jose Enrique Rod6. The two
were different. Whereas Vaz Femeira
was more a philosopher, Rod6 was
more a stylist. a believer ih "the grace
of form." Analytical spirit, tolerance.
and balance were characteristics they
shared. The broad New World scope of
Rod6's themes, the historic occasion on
which he chose to develop them, and the
literary splendor of his expression-all
these factors served to project his image
throughout the Americas. Vaz Ferreira,
however, in the eyes of the public at
large was more limited to his own coun-
try-even though within the history of
Latin American philosophic thought he
ranks alongside the most illustrious fig-
ures of his time-Argentina's Alejandro
Korn, Peru's Alejandro Detstua, Mexi-
co's Antonio Caso, and Cuba's Enrique
fosd Varona.

Besides being a philosopher, Vaz
Ferreira was a great educator. As such,
as Uruguay's undisputed historian of
ideas Arturo Ardao has said. he had "no
equal . . . in all the history of education
in Uruguay for his universality and the
quality of his action at all three levels
of public schooling-primary, interme-
diate, and universitv-be it in adminis-
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tration. pedagogical theory, or teaching. blemcrs Socioles [On Social Problems]
He held the chairs of philosophy and (1922). Sobre Feminismo [On Feminism]
philosophy of law and . . . after 1913, the (1933). and Lo Actuol Crisis clel Mundo
year in which it was created especially Desde el Punto de Visto Rocionol [The
for him, the chair of Master Lecturer, Current World Crisis from the Rational
from which he exercised an unusually Point of View] (1940). In addition, he
far-reaching influence on various sectors gave countless lectures in his university
of the national culture." In this work. in post. As a fitting tribute, while he was
one way or another related to education, still alive, the Uruguayan Chamber of
he truly sacrificed himself. With reason Deputies published the complete works
the Uruguayan diplomat Emilio Oribe of the country's preeminent philosopher
wrote, "Never did a man so highly in in nineteen volumes'
tune with pure thought dedicate himself Of all this work we will focus on onlv
with so much zeal to the work of broad one facet, although its partiality will not
transmissible educatory thought in the preclude its generality, even though this
interest of his contemporaries, his coun- may seem like a contradiction. We will
try, the r;ullural domains of his environ- deal with a single theme, his general way
ment. and his time." of philosophizing, which naturally is re-

Born in Montevideo on October 15, flected in ali aspects of his work.
1872, Yaz Ferreira was graduated as a For Vaz Ferueira philosophizing was
larvyer in 1903, but by 1897, at twenty- above all a method of thought. The char-
five years of age, he had won the chair acteristic that emerges most clearly from
of philosophy at the University in free all his work is his concern for method-
competition. Among his other teaching ology. To put it in almost simplistic
and directive posts, he was rector of the terms. it could be said that his great
University of the Republic during vari- preoccupation was to think correctly.
ous periods between 1929 and tg+3. He This concern was revealed not only
engaged in a nearly lifelong struggie to when he was treating specifically of this
create the Faculty of Humanities and subject-as in his work Logica Viva, for
Sciences (an "arduous and sometimes example-but when he was dealing with
discouraging" task "that took him any other topic as well: feminism, land
thirty long years," according to Oribe) ownership, morals, social problems. Any
and, on having established it in 1946, matter on which he rested his thor.rght
was its first director and then its dean remained in fact touched by his anx-
from 1952 until his death on January 3, iousness to reason well, to keep away
1958. from impoverishing simplificaticln and

"The philosophic thought of Yaz abusive generalization, to use terms with
Ferreira," said Arturo Ardao, "is delib- precision, to avoid dogmatism, to be on
eratelv fragmentarv and asystematic. lt the alert for shades of meaning, to dis-
does not constitute a unified over'-all tinguish between the sure and the prob-
constnrction guided bv a single principle able, to know how to be in doubt at the
or hvpothesis, or much less. closed in by proper moment.
its conclusions. On the contrarv, it is the It would be an error. however. to con-
product of free, isolated reflection on sider Vaz Ferreira a "purist" of thought
problems carefully laid out within a as there are "purists" of language. Un-
perspective always open for the prose- doubtedly to think correctly was impor-
cution . . . of inquiries and analyses. But tant to him as the proper exercise of one
if it does not make up a philosophical of man's highest functions. But he was
system, it does take the system of philos- also interested in action, and hence in
ophy into account in its principal com- the relationship between action and
ponents. In it are represented psychol- theory. The mere desire to do things can
ogy, logic, the theory of knowledge, lead to a thrvarted action unless a cor-
metaphysics, ethics. philosoph-v of reli- rect thought process precedes it. But
gion, aesthetics. juridical and social phi- what was still more important to Vaz
losophy. and pedagogy.' His best-kno\ /n Ferreira was to call attention to the pos-
and most frequently reprinted books are sible paralysis that action can suffer be-
Logico Viva [Living Logic] (1910). Moral cause of a misguided thought. On the
poro Intelectuoles [Moral for Intellec- other hand, action was not unfamiliar to
tuals] (1908), and Fermentorio [Place of him. It could almost be said that he sac-
Fermentation] (193S). Other works of his rificed himself to it as a philosopher.
are: Ideos y Observociones fldeas and With Logica Vivo and Fermentorio, for
Observations] (1905), Conocimiento y example, he lacked the time to polish
Accion [Knowledge and Action] (1908), them as he might have wanted. "Life did
Sobre lo Propiedod de Io Tierro [On not let me," he said with the sadness that
Land Or,vnership] (fOtA), Sobre los Pro- only the genuine creator can feel. And

his testimony went on:

In my life, because of my tempero-
ment, intellectuol things have been sec-

ondory to me. The concrete ties of affec-
tion-fom ily, loved ones-olwoys come

first. And I don't know how-having f elt
so much for them ond hoving struggled
so much f or them, to the extent ot' proc-
ticing o profession thot wos not my vo-
cation-energy could hove been left for
me to do something ntore. How ony
cou,ld be left f or me, moreover, ofter. in
the exercise of teaching rtncl the clis-

chorge of the official posts I have held,
all my intellectuol ospirotions were su-
perseded-ond, os for os the speculotive
inclinotion wos concerned, o.ltrtost slt;t i

lized-by the zeal I hcrve spent in my
efforts to teach, to do good, crnd to pre-
vent wrong (the effectiveness of these

efforts being complicoted sti,ll more by
o rigorous inflexible morolity in per-
sonol and civic life). Thus, f or example,
I cannot imogine thot onyone could
hove suffered more thon I ot the illness
of a loved one, nor con I believe that
onyone could have been so embittered
by the failure of a promising undertak-
ing or o well;meont gesture. When some
good friends ond former students, with
the gr:nerous inlettlion of mokirrg it pos-
sibie for me to work, orronged for a

lecture choir to be created for me, that
determinotion to educote and do well
become more irritoting thon ever. I com-
mittecl myself to giving ot /eost one lec-
ture o week, olwoys on 0 new topic-
ond succeeded in keeping up the poce.
In th is way f or a long time I bore the

full weight of higher nonprofessionol
educotion in my country, dealing with
oll kinds of subjects. (Hurriedly, imper-
fectly. os one hos to do in such circum-
stonces; those who do so without reoliz-
ing it con be grotesque, while those who
understand ond recognize it con be he-
roes.) And then when, after all those
ycors, on illness thot oppeored to be my
lost one forced me to retire, ond when
af terwards I returned unexpectedly
from it ond wos finally oble to devote
my lost yeors to inteilectuol work, I
preferred to resume my post ogoin ond
9o0n....

It was the Spanish philosopher Miguel
de Unamuno. the unsurpassed rnaster of
paradoxes-he who once said, in words
that might be characterized as "anti-Vaz-
ferreiran," that exaggerations are com-
bated with other exaggerations-who
was among the first to recognize Vaz
Ferreira's merits. Referring to the Uru-
guayan philosopher's way of thought
that we are trying to bring out here. he
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j wrote to him in 1907, "What you say. . .

about the expurgation of never, always,
oll, and none is something that I have
been repeating continuously in my
classes. I repeat it because I feel that
inside I am dogmatic-even an inquisi-
tor! . . . My whole interior life has been
a constant struggle against this natural
tendency of mine." (A struggle, we
would like to say with great respect for
Don Miguel, that did not often reveal
itself in his works.) In 19L0 Unamuno,
inspired by Vaz Ferreira's work Moral
poro Intelectuoles, published an article
entitled "El Pedestal" in La Nocidn
(RLrenos '\ilcs), in which he said: "This
man Vaz Ferreira is turning out to be a

ver\/ unusual person to me. For some
time he has been one of my preoccupa-
tions. . . . His work today is perhaps the
most intensely unself-interested that I
know of in these parts. He, Rod6, and
Zorcilla de San Martin are a trio that
rvould do honor to an),' enlightened
countrl'."

u

One of the paralogisms, or errors of
reasoning, with which Vaz Ferreira is
most identified is that of "false opposi-
tion." This consists in taking as contra-
dictory something that is not, or that
could be complementary. Often the
greater degree of importance that is at-
tributed to a certain thing lcacls to the
exclusion of other things that may well
be complementary thereto, or in any
case are not in opposition. Take, for in-
stance, the following example cited by
Vaz Ferreira:

Today unity omong peop,les is not
mode up of languag,e, religion, and tra-
ditions in common; rother, what comes

forth from the community of souls is on
ideal of progress,liberty, and fellowship.

Vaz Ferreira fills pages with similar
examples. His comment on this one was:

Here is o porogroph like so many
others thot ore reod ncrturally every day
without anything in them ottrocting our
attention ot first sight. If token literally,
however, it contoins o gross f ullttcy: cr

f allacy of f ulse opposition. . . . For the
person who wrote it, crnd for those who
ore not on the alert when they reod it,
there is opposition between these things:
if unity omong peoples consists of lan-
guoge, re/igion, ond troditions in com-
mon, it wiII not be mode up of progress,
Iiberty, and fellowship, ond if it is mode
up of progress, liberty, and fellowship,
os the outhor soys, then it will not con-
sist of longuoge, religion, ond troditions

in common-os if the two combinotions
were in opposition. Thus a folse di-
lemmo is creoted. In reolity, the unity
of notions is made up, or could be mode
up, of oll these things together in vorious
proportions.

Other times the paralogism takes on
much more subtle and less perceptible
forms. One of these, which could be
called the "sophism of exclusion," pre-
sents an affirmation in such a way as to
exclude any complementary alternative.
Typically it can occur when great em-
phasis is given to some one factor in
order to produce a certain desired effect.
If. for example, it is said that:

Only llre /reein g of our econonty f rom
foreign interests cun giva us a worthy
position in the crssemblage of notions,

one may ask: Why only that one thing,
even if it is the most important? Why not
oJso the creation of a great national lit-
erature, the achievement of a high level
of scientific development, or the elimi-
nation of internal social injustice? In-
deed, statements such as this one are
read every day in speeches, documents.
and newspapers.

The paralogism of false opposition,
either in its simplest forms or in its less
perceptible guises, is an expression of
the tendency toward unilaterality and
oversimplification. It flourishes best in
the construction or criticism of theories,
in appreciations of art-in all that im-
plies method. In the social sciences. for

example, the discovery of a new explan-
atory factor-be it the behavior of the
market, the conduct of marginal groups,
the origin of myths, or the trends of an
electorate-tends to negate other expla-
nations recognized until then as valid,
just as in the field of art a new school
tends to invalidate the previous ones.

"Meanwhile," wrote Yaz Ferreira,
"imagine the immense amount of
effort that is wasted on account of this
false opposition, this formation of two
clearcut sides, one against the other. . . .

Imagine the progress in the world that
is held back owing to the useless strug-
gles that ensue only because what was
complementary has been taken to be
contradictory." On the same subject he
wrote elsewhere, "Because of this fal-
lacy, then, a considerable share of man-
kind's thinking effort is spent needlessly.
Almost always an innovation is pre-
sented in opposition to what already
exists. For every good thing that is im-
planted, there are generally several other
good things that fall into discredit for
some time, and a long, hard effort
(which should have been spared in the
first place) is needed to reestablish them
and prrt them in'their proper perspec-
tive." For Vaz Ferreira this paralogism
is one of the main factors that causes
mankind's intellectual progress to be
marked by a sort of "rhythm of exagger-
ations"-and justifies our author in lik-
ening man to "the inebriate on horse-
back who, if he is straightened up on one
side, falls off on the other."

Opening page of a letter from
Spanlsh philosopher Miguel de Unamuno
to Vaz Ferreira. Unamuno was among
the first to recognize the merits
of the great Uruguayan philosopher

!

For Vaz Ferreira there are two kinds
of debatable questions: explicative and
normative. Explicative questions have to
do with how things are or how they
happen. They are found, for example, in
the natural sciences. Normative ques-
tions deal with how best one should go
about things. Problems of individual and
social behavior are in this second class.
The distinction is not a new one, but Vaz
Ferreira was interested in it for its prac-
tical implications. C)ne of the most oom-
mon errors. he said. is to deal with nor-
mative questions as if they were
explicative. seeking a perfect solution
when they do not have one, and vice
versa, For example, if a question is asked
about the geological conditions of a

given region (or, for that matter, of a

far-off planet), the answer, at least in
theory, is possible; moreover, there can
be but one answer. But let us imagine,
on the other hand, a question of the
second type-a discussion of the desir-
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ability or undesirability of divorce, for
example. "The only waY to go about
dealing with this matter," declared Vaz

Ferreira, "is to seek to study the advan-
tages of divorce on the one hand and the

disadvantages on the other . , to pon-
der the merits and drawbacks of indis-
solubility of marriage, and, this done, to
weigh, sift, and evaluate these pros and
cons and decide in favor of one of the
two solutions, But the tendency that men
have to confuse this kind of question
with questions of existence, which allow
perfect solutions, sometimes leads us to
believe, at least unconsciously, that
these normative ones have to have per-
fect answers as '"vell. People feel that,
since the problem of divorce (or family
organizaiion. to put it more broadlv) has

been'solved,' almost everyone should be

able to find a kind of family organization
that has all advantages and no disad-
l'antages whatsoever." What frequently
happens, then, is that reasonable solu-
tions with more advantages than disad-
vantages are ruled out simply because
some one drawback is discovered. And
all this because it is not understood that
such a "reasonable" solution is the best
that can be found with questions of this
kind. Anyone can recall examples from
discussions in everyday life.

Let us cite one last point of reasoning
that was of concern to our author. FIe

characterized as "verbo-ideological fal-
lacies" those that have to do with the
relationship between language and
thought. An infinitv ol discussions is

built up on deficient formulations of this
sort. Given a proposition. one normallv
considers it to be either true or false-
discounting the possibility that it lacks
sense or may be expressed in imprecise
or equivocal terms. Let us take the as-

sertion:

Mon is one with all that exists.

"For one rvho thinks well," said Yaz
Ferreira. "the impression produced by a

statement such as this one is neither of
truth nor of untruth: it is one of lack of
sense, of sense that is not sufficiently
clear." In these terms, analysis of the
proposition is impossible. "And many
persons fall into the error of embarking
on discussions over statements of this
kind. Once the verbal formulation is

accepted as valid. and once a debate is

under wav, all is lost. The more the mat-
ter is discussed. the worse will be the
result. "

tr

The foregoing are no more than sam-
ples of the subjects that were dear to the

Uruguayan philosopher and of the way
in which he faced questions' BY no
means should this brief text be taken as

an exposition of his philosophy. What
it does show is that his thinking always
tended to be open. In philosophy. in art,
or in the humanities in general, he be-

lieved, innovations are inclined to be

imperialistic challenges, coming to oust
what was there before. When theY

achieve their purpose we are poorer,
because we always end up with the lean
fruit of the latest. eternally being re-
placed. For this reason, he wanted inno-
vations to be "not in place of anything.
but rather in addition to everything."

Yaz Ferreira was never associated
with any particular theory, metaphysic,
philosophy of history, ethic, or the like.
His constant role as clarifier kept him
apart from the broad systematic struc-
tures. A system, despite the fact that it
attempts to explain all of reality, is usu-
ally unilateral in its point of view. (This
does not mean that for this reason it
lacks value, but this is a complex ques-
tion for another time and place.) He was
so sensitive to what was unilateral, in-
complete, or partial without awareness
of its partiality that he could not walk
two steps along the systematic road'
What is more. in some passages it may
be a little difficult to read him because

after having stated something he goes on

to say that it is not totally so, ihat such
or such-and-such other thing should be

taken into account as well, and so on.

As we go throtrgh the series of logically
worked out and ordered reasons for the
exposition, we find that r,ve are witness-
ing the author's mental laboratory in full
operation, in all its spontaneity, and,
consequently, with all its progress and
setbacks. And in the end he does not put
the final result of his meditation on
paper: he simply exposes his own
search-his "psyche-process," as he used
to say-in its natural state. In this sense,

his honesty with the reader and his lack
of artifice and vanity reach rare ex-
tremes.

History is usuallv unfair to thinkers of
this kind. The author of an attention-
getting philosophical theory, even
though today it may have been discred-
ited. is remembered more than a thinker
who devoted himself to polishing the
methodological instrument in order to
air confusions, or who had too large a

spirit, or was too little tempted to pick
and choose (and magnify) solutions. This
fact did not escape Vaz Ferreira's notice,
and he pointed it out, we may suspect,
not without a certain justifiably defen-
sive tone. Speaking of the unpleasant

aspects of history, he said, "ln additioir 
i

to its inevitable uncertainty and injus- 
I

tice, history has anather not ver-v pleas-

ant feature, and that is that it tends to
eliminate automatic.ally the best in-
dividuals-that is, those who are com-
plete, those who feel and act with all the
ientiments, those who, becetuse their I

deeds are less showy or biographable,
although they may be better, do not turn
out to be historic." The same thing hap-
pens with theoretical contributions. If a 

I

subject is dealt with with fairness. rt'ith
balance, without exaggeratir-rn, il is uoI

called "So-and-so's theory." Pedagogic
permanence is given instead, our author 

1

maintained, "to books that itrc l,rnilat-

eral. schematic, and thus more ol less

false and absurC."
Perhaps Vaz Ferreira's methocl cannot

be made universal and applied to all
cases without exception. At times. an

uncompromising passion for the fixecl

idea may be needed to assure persever-

ance; it may perhaPs be desirable to

scrutinize enthusiastically a solitary as-

per;t of reality or to explore clbscssiveh'
all the possibilitics of a single idea (and

let us record, in justice to the master,
that on occasion he recognized the limi-
tations of his own approach): but. in anv
case, exceptions to the method rnust be

applied with full awareness of their
proper use. However, if we note how
frecluently political, ideological, or eco-

nomic interests distort reality with pur-
ported theories-or. even if good faith is
not in question, when we observe all
around us the combinhtion of good in-
tentions and poor reasoning-we com-
prehend that Yaz Ferreira's method.
properly emploved. can be instrumental
in providing flexibility on the theoretical
level as well as demonstrable practical
results.

"Master of clarity" Yaz Ferreira was

fittingly called by that other great master
of profound thought and clear prose,

Francisco Romero. Vaz Ferreira's mes-

sage of clarity goes beyond the limits of
his time because it points to something
permanent: commitment to honest, dis-
passionate thought with its own limita-
tions, ready to be transformed into fer-
tile action.

Juan Corlos Torchicr-Eslrodo, of Argen-
tino, is o member of the oAs Secretcrricrt

for Techn icol Cooperotion ond is con-
tributing editor for the phiiosophy sec-
tion of the Handbook of Latin American
Studies of the Library of Congress His-
ponic Foundotion. The article w0s
tronsloted from the Sponish.
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